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?Shrooms? come to the rescue for homeowners

	

By Mark PavilonsEditor

An ounce of prevention is a valuable commodity these days.Homeowners are always on the lookout for products and devices that

not only make their work easier, but add value.Shroom products check all the boxes and their lineup of innovative items are

must-haves in every home.The company is known for its innovative drain plugs ? attractive little, mushroom-like stoppers that

perform a herculean task. They stop all unwanted debris and drain-clogging hair from ever entering the pipes.That in itself is a

godsend.They say you can't build a better mousetrap, but Shroom has done it with their patented designs. They're brilliant and quite

innovative.Compatible with virtually any size drain, these replacement strainers are tiny marvels. They're designed to catch debris

and hair without restricting water flow. Adapters are included to fit virtually every possible drain size.Strainers are life's necessary

evils, so why not get one that performs flawlessly? The savings in cleaning clogged drains, or having to call a plumber, makes these

a no-brainer.Most after-market strainers are rather boring, more functional than aesthetic.And yet, the Shrooms are both. They're

appealing and are very well constructed. They're easy to clean and maintain ??simply pull them out and remove the debris

effortlessly.The bottom line is we all know how gross these things can be, especially if you have a large family. The

bathtubs/showers are the worst offenders and most of us avoid the nasty task of cleaning the drains. Pop one of the Tub Shrooms

into the opening and you're all set. You'll never have to dig and pull out offending hair ever again.These are perfect additions for

every drain in the home ??kitchen, bathroom, tub and shower.Juka Innovations, makers of the Shrooms, didn't stop there.The

company also offers a few accessories to keep on hand.The Drain Shroom is like an industrial snake, attaching to any power drill.

Within seconds, you've got a powerful snake that's easy to use and quite effective. If you've every had to rent one, or watch a

plumber use one, you likely said to yourself, ?I?wish I had one of my own, just in case.??Well, here's your chance.A handy

?just-in-case??gadget is the Toilet Shroom, which offers much better results than the ugly plunger sitting next to the bowl. The

flexible head can actually reach down into the toilet. It also acts as squeegee brush.Another handy product is the RevoClean, a set of

brushes that also attach to a power drill. Pop one of these on and you can quickly and easily clean everything from tubs and tiles to

counter tops, grills, even carpets and glass. Take the sweat out of daily chores.These aren't gimmicks seen on late night infomercials.

These products are tested and guaranteed to make life easier.Who doesn't want that?For more, visit www.tubshroom.com
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